
Streamline Workflows Between Your Privacy Team 
and Your Department Managers

iatricSystems™ patient privacy solutions analyze every access  

to PHI and present your staff with suspicious activity. But once 

a suspicious activity is spotted, the privacy team must work 

with department managers to complete the documentation 

surrounding an investigation. The Manager’s Portal™, within our 

patient privacy solutions, simplifies this process by streamlining 

workflows between the privacy team and department managers 

when conducting a privacy investigation.

Patient Privacy Manager’s Portal™
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Streamline Communication & Investigation Report
How the Manager’s Portal Works: 

Benefits of Patient Privacy Manager’s Portal
  
Manager’s Portal streamlines communication and gives managers an at-a-glance view over patient privacy 
initiatives with the following benefits: 

• Minimize Risk to Investigation Integrity - Manually exporting evidence and attaching it to 
 email can constitute risks to investigation integrity and patient privacy. The Manager’s Portal keeps all  
 relevant documentation and investigation workflows within the Patient Privacy system, minimizing  
 effort and optimizing incident accountability.

• Increase Privacy Awareness at Department Level - When department managers are more  
 involved with incident investigations, they become a key stakeholder in understanding the behaviors  
 of their staff. This can result in increased privacy awareness at the department level, where managers  
 can improve the privacy culture in their respective areas. 

• Alleviate Excess Work for Privacy Team - The Manager’s Portal distributes the investigation and  
 documentation tasks across an organization instead of relying specifically on the privacy team. In  
 turn, this frees up their time so that they can focus on spotting inappropriate access when it occurs.  

For more information about Patient Privacy solutions, the Manager’s Portal, or any other 
iatricSystems products or services, or to request a demonstration, please contact us using the  
information below.

Ph: 978-805-4100     Fax: 978-805-4101     info@iatric.com    iatric.com
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